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The Audi RS6 featured a twin-turbocharged version of the corporate 4. The combination of the
V-8 and the turbochargers helped give the RS6 an exceptionally wide power band, with peak
torque available from to RPMs. The system is mainly mechanical, and uses a pump to keep
pressure in the shock abosorbers during cornering to counteract rolling and pitching. The
system is "intelligent", it is able to adjust the stiffness at each shock absorber constantly to
maintain both a comfortable ride and high grip. According to testing by Car and Driver
magazine, the RS6 can accelerate from 0 - 60 mph 0 - It can stop from 60 mph There was also an
RS6 Plus version of the car producing over bhp and topping mph. The car came only as an
avant and was sold only in European markets. It lasted for just one model year but quickly sold
out once it was released. New versions of the S6 and RS6 will soon be in development, based
on the new A6 platform introduced in for the model year. Alex Damian. Read More. What do you
think? Car Finder:. Audi RS6. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. The first and second versions of the RS 6 were offered in both Avant
and saloon forms. The third and fourth generations are only offered as an Avant. The " RS "
initials are taken from the German : RennSport â€” literally translated as "racing sport", and is
Audi's ultimate 'top-tier' high-performance trim level, positioned a noticeable step above the " S
" model specification level of Audi's regular model range line-up. Like all Audi "RS" models , the
RS 6 pioneers some of Audi's newest and most advanced engineering and technology, and so
could be described as a halo vehicle, with the latest RS 6 Performance having the equal most
powerful internal combustion engine out of all Audi models, with the same horsepower and
torque as the physically larger Audi S8 Plus. Unlike the A6 and S6, however, the RS 6's engines
in the C5 and C6 iterations have not been shared with any other vehicle in Audi's lineup.
However, for the C7 generation, the Audi RS 6 has the same 4. Based on the A6 platform, the RS
6's engines are front-mounted and longitudinally oriented, while the transmission is mounted
immediately at the rear of the engine in a longitudinal orientation, in the form of a transaxle. The
original Audi C5 RS 6 Quattro Typ 4B was the top-of-the-line user of the Volkswagen Group C5
platform â€” , and was initially available as a five-door five-seat Avant - Audis name for an
estate or station wagon. It was manufactured from July through to September Luggage
capacity, measured according to the VDA block method in the Avant ranges from litres For the
saloon, the boot holds litres For the C5 RS 6 powertrain detail, the engine is an all-aluminium
alloy 4, cubic centimetres The combination of the 4. Further detail of the engine includes fully
sequential electronic multi-point fuel injection with intake manifold -sited fuel injectors, [4]
mapped direct ignition system [5] with solid-state high voltage distribution using eight
individual single-spark ignition coils and NGK longlife spark plugs , and three knock sensors.
The engine is compliant with the European Union Euro3 EU3 standard, and includes two
close-coupled primary catalytic converters CATs , two underfloor main CATs, and four heated
oxygen sensors which manage the cylinder bank selective lambda control. It has
"hill-detection" capability, and despite many press articles stating that the gearbox was
programmed to "blip" the throttle for downshifting gear changes, no UK owners have ever
found this feature to be present. The transmission control unit ECU incorporates " fuzzy logic "
with its "Dynamic Shift Programme" DSP , with the shift pattern adapting to suit individual
driving styles. The RS 6 was only available with Audi's Torsen -based Quattro permanent
four-wheel drive, utilising the Torsen T-2 dynamic 'automatic torque biasing' ATB centre
differential diff , a modified unit which was being used in the 6. The torque from the engine is
first routed from the gearbox output shaft to the Torsen centre diff, and then automatically
divided and apportioned between the front and rear axles. The front and rear axle differentials
ratio: 3. Utilising the same fully independent four-link front suspension, and double wishbone
rear, as its related A6 and S6 , the RS 6 was lowered by 20 millimetres 0. The DRC system is
mainly mechanical, and uses a pump to provide additional pressure to individual dampers
shock absorbers during cornering, acceleration or braking; to counteract rolling and pitching.
The system can adjust the stiffness at each individual damper constantly; to maintain both a
comfortable ride on straight roads, and a high level of poise and grip when cornering hard,
accelerating, or braking. The DRC's main advantage is that it operates without the need for
complicated electronics, as required in similar systems from Mercedes-Benz and other
competitors. Its main drawback is that the DRC dampers have been known to fail leaking fluid
from the cross-linked circuits , which can affect the handling and ride quality of the vehicle;
some owners have reported needing multiple replacements of faulty DRC units and many
drivers have opted to replace the system with simpler and more reliable aftermarket coil-over
suspension. The front brakes feature fixed Brembo 8-piston monoblock brake calipers , working
with radially vented and cross-drilled brake discs , sized at millimetres Front and rear brake
calipers are finished in a high-gloss black paint, with the fronts incorporating the Audi "RS"
logo. Both front and rear discs are held in by metal pins to the lightweight disc hub, and allow 1.

There were a total of three original equipment manufacturer OEM wheel and tyre types available
with the RS 6. In Europe and elsewhere, inch wheels were standard, with an optional inch
package. In the U. Tyres which are not rated XL are not safe nor legal, in most countries for use.
An additional tyre from Bridgestone has now been included as officially recommended fitment,
the Potenza REA. The additional performance was achieved with a new engine control unit ECU
, and two additional coolant radiators behind the side-mounted intercoolers these were
standard fitment on the standard RS 6 in hotter climate countries. A revised steering rack, with
a reduced ratio of The brakes now included cross-drilled discs. The car was available only as an
Avant and was sold only in European markets. Visual differences for the RS 6 Plus included the
"black optic pack", which consisted of black finish to the framing of the radiator grille, exterior
window trims, tailgate lower trim, roof rails, and exhaust tailpipes. It quickly sold out once it was
released units total. The last three digits of the Vehicle Identification Number VIN are
reproduced on a plaque inside the car, displayed on the centre console. However, the season
proved difficult due to performance restrictions imposed on Champion Audi Racing by the
Sports Car Club of America SCCA , with Champion deciding to run a different wheel diameter,
and the trade-off was reducing boost pressure. Champion Audi Racing decided to pull the RS 6
from the series, citing unfair rules and regulations that targeted the dominant Audis. With
factory production starting in December , it was available in Europe from the same date, and
began to be exported elsewhere in The total production run of the C6 RS 6 was 8, units, with 6,
of these being Avants and the remainder saloons. The unpopularity of wagons made it unlikely
that the RS 6 Avant would be imported, and although it had been rumoured that the RS 6 sedan
would be offered in the United States, [12] nothing came of this as the RS 6 importer could not
clear US regulations. The RS 6's 5. Official performance figures for the Avant: 4. Constructed
from steel in a monocoque unibody design, the RS 6 uses lightweight aluminium for its front
wings fenders and bonnet hood. Visually, the RS 6 differed from the related S6, having flared
front and rear wheel arches fenders , harking back to the original Audi Quattro, to allow for a
wider wheel track. It also had no front fog lights to allow for larger frontal air intakes for the two
side-mounted intercoolers SMICs , and additional radiators. The ten per side front light-emitting
diode LED daytime running lights DRLs are located within the main headlamp housing on the
RS 6 in order to increase the size of the air intakes, whereas similar LEDs but five per side on
the related S6 are found adjacent to the fog lamps in the lower front bumper. LED lighting
technology was also used in the rear lights. The RS 6 also included adaptive headlights , which
swivel around corners in conjunction with steering wheel movements. The facelifted Audi A6,
released as a model, received similar front and rear-end LED lighting styling to that pioneered
on the RS 6. Luggage capacity, measured according to the VDA 'block method' in the Avant
ranges from litres The engine parts code: 07L, identification code: BUH of the RS6 was what
Audi claimed to be the first all-aluminium alloy even firing 5. This engine is related to the
naturally-aspirated V10 found in the Audi R8, S6 and S8, but the RS 6's engine has around
unique parts. The engine has four valves per cylinder, with chain-driven double overhead
camshafts , and variable valve timing [22] for both inlet and exhaust camshafts. Charged intake
air is cooled by two side-mounted intercoolers SMIC s. It also uses mapped direct ignition
system with ten individual direct-acting spark coils , an electronic drive by wire throttle Bosch
"E-Gas" , [24] cylinder-selective knock control, and cylinder bank adaptive lambda control,
utilising eight lambda sensors. A total of seven radiators and four electric cooling fans are
needed to cool the engine and related components under the aluminium bonnet of the RS6. The
gear ratios are: 1st: 4. It has paddle-shifts mounted behind the flat-bottomed steering wheel,
similar in design to the Audi B7 RS 4. The gearbox is set by default, in conventional automatic
mode, to delay up-changes during acceleration, and change down earlier to maximise engine
braking. Downshifts in all modes of operation include the Powertrain Control Module electronic
control unit ECU "blipping" the Bosch "E-Gas" drive by wire throttle, for smoother shift shifts.
The hydraulic torque converter includes a lock-up function in all forward gears and is able to
completely disconnect when the vehicle is stationary, thus saving fuel. This version of the RS 6
uses the latest asymmetric dynamic front-to-rear default torque distribution from the Torsen T-3
'automatic torque biasing' ATB centre differential. The front and rear final drives are
conventional "open" differentials ratio 3. EDL does not 'lock' the differential in a traditional
sense, but uses electronics to compare the speeds of the two wheels on an axle, and brakes
any wheel that is sensed to have lost traction by rotating faster than the opposite wheel, beyond
normally accepted deviations. This braking of a slipping wheel has the effect of transferring
torque across the axle to the other wheel, which is assumed still to have traction. The system is
mainly mechanical, using a pump to provide additional pressure in the diagonally linked
dampers shock absorber during cornering, to counteract rolling and pitching. The system can
dynamically adjust the stiffness at each damper constantly to maintain both a comfortable ride

and a high grip. In this version, it has a three-way level control, selectable from the Multi Media
Interface controls. The steering system includes rack and pinion speed-dependent " servotronic
" power steering , with a ratio of The standard brakes on the RS 6 are cross-drilled, radially
vented, and floating iron discs. At the front they are millimetres The parking brake serves
doubles as a full emergency brake whilst the car is in motion, by applying maximum braking
effort to all four wheels, resulting in activating the Anti-lock Braking System ABS. Irrespective
of the type of disc construction, all brake discs are mounted via high strength steel mounting
pins which connect the 'working' surface of the disc to lightweight alloy disc hubs. Standard
wheels in the UK are 9. No-cost options are 9. Audi revealed the details of the RS 6 Avant on
December 5, Audi claims an average fuel consumption of 9. The RS 6 Avant is offered with an
8-speed tiptronic transmission. The RS6 Avant Performance is powered by the same 4. Despite
the improved performance, the fuel economy and CO 2 are unchanged from the standard RS6
Avant. As with the previous generation, the new RS6 is powered by a 4. The engine also utilises
a cylinder-on-demand system that can shut off half of its cylinders to boost fuel economy. The
powertrain produces ps bhp â€” up from ps bhp of the previous generation, but slightly below
the ps bhp offered by the Performance variant â€” with lb ft Nm available between rpm and rpm.
The adaptive suspension system is 20 mm lower than standard A6 and can lower the vehicle
further 10 mm during the high-speed driving or can raise the ride 20 mm at low speed. As well
as adjusting the engine and handling responses, they also enable bespoke information on the
Virtual Cockpit system. Under the new Euro-7 emissions law, Chairman of the Management
Board of Audi, Herbert Diess recently said "The RS range set will be the biggest change in the
production line since The new RS range is set to be in Australia and is said to have a
three-cylinder hybrid plug-in, also currently being taken on by Mercedes Benz in order to
comply with the new Euro-7 emission law. The RS2 Avant kicked off the success story of the
Audi high-performance models that continues to this day. These 25 year anniversary tributes
were only available in North America and limited to 25 examples. They are different than the
European tributes' in how they were all optioned. Exterior Highlights included; 1 Nogaro Blue
pearl effect exterior paint, with body-colored mirrors. Interior Highlights included: 1 Carbon twill
structure inlays. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Audi RS6. This article
may contain an excessive amount of intricate detail that may interest only a particular audience.
Please help by spinning off or relocating any relevant information, and removing excessive
detail that may be against Wikipedia's inclusion policy. July Learn how and when to remove this
template message. Motor vehicle. Car and Driver. Retrieved 24 January Retrieved Archived from
the original on 18 September Archived from the original on 24 September Archived from the
original on News Best Cars". Auto Bild. Westbrook 20 August Audi Senna Ltda. Autogerma S.
Ducati Motor Holding S. August Horch Museum Zwickau museum mobile. A4 Avant A6 Avant.
A1 Sportback A3 Sportback. Q4 e-tron Q4 Sportback e-tron e-tron GT. Category Commons. Audi
car timeline, European market â€”present. Audi car timeline, North American market â€”present.
Hidden categories: CS1 German-language sources de Wikipedia articles that are excessively
detailed from July All articles that are excessively detailed Wikipedia articles with style issues
from July All articles with style issues Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Articles containing German-language text Articles containing potentially
dated statements from January All articles containing potentially dated statements All articles
with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from April Articles with
unsourced statements from April Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Executive car E.
Front-engine, all-wheel-drive quattro. Volkswagen Group C platform series. Audi A6 Audi S6.
Tiptronic automatic. Volkswagen Group C5. Volkswagen Group C6. Volkswagen Group C7.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Audi RS6. A2 8Z. A1 8X. A1 GB. Small family car. A3
8L. A3 8P. S3 8L. S3 8P. S3 8V. A4 8D. A4 8E. A4 8K. A4 8W. Audi S2. S4 8D. S4 8E. S4 8K. S4
8W. Mid-size luxury car. A6 4A. A6 4B. A6 4F. A6 4G. A6 4K. S4 4A. S6 4A. S6 4B. S6 4F. S6 4G.
S6 4K. Full-size luxury car. V8 4C. A8 4D. A8 4E. A8 4H. A8 4N. S8 4D. S8 4E. S8 4H. S8 4N. TT
8N. TT 8J. TT 8S. A5 8T. A5 8F. Cabriolet 8G. S5 8T. S5 8F. Full-size luxury fastback. A7 4G. A7
4K. S7 4G. S7 4K. RS3 Sportback 8P. RS3 Sportback 8V. RS2 Avant. RS4 8D. RS4 8K. RS4 8W.
RS4 B9. RS6 4B. RS6 4F. RS6 4G. RS6 4K. TT RS 8J. TT RS 8S. Quattro Ur-Quattro. RS5 8T. RS5
8F. RS7 4G. RS7 4K8. RS Q3 8U. RS Q3 F3. R8 R8 4S. Crossover utility vehicle. A4 allroad
quattro 8K. A4 allroad quattro 8W. A6 allroad quattro 4F. A6 allroad quattro 4G. A6 allroad
quattro 4K. Mini SUV. Q2 GA. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Q5 8R. Q5 80A. Full-size SUV. Q7 4L.
Q7 4M. Sport Quattro. Compact car. Mid-size car. Full-size car. TT Roadster 8N. TT Roadster 8J.
TT Roadster 8S. RS6 5G. A4 allroad 8W. A6 allroad. Q3 8U. Q3 F3. Q5 FY. When it comes to
super-fast wagons, few â€” if any â€” do it quite like Audi. The current RS6, for example, has

bhp, lb-ft of torque, and can hit sixty in a whopping 3. And remember, this is a station wagon,
not a flagship supercar as the figures would suggest. It was so quick, in fact, that it was the
fastest production wagon ever built at the time. So, let's see what made all of this possible and
take a detailed look back at the Audi RS6 C5. The third RS-badged car, then the one under the
spotlight here, was no exception. And it was. But really, what you got for your money was well
worth it. As previously mentioned, the C5 RS6 came with a Cosworth-developed engine, which
was a 4. And remember, this was the early '00s, and those figures were huge. Compare them
with a Ferrari , for example , which ran between and , and even the lowest-powered RS6 still had
44 extra horses. This brings us on to another aspect of the C5 RS6: its looks. Its wheel arches
are wider, for starters, giving it a more muscular and aggressive look. Ultimately, though, the C5
RS6 doesn't cause too much of a scene in the looks department. It lets its performance do that
instead. To help put all the power down, the C5 RS6 came with Audi's famed Quattro,
all-wheel-drive system, and a Torsen differential. According to Autocar, this essentially uses a
pump to adjust the pressure of each shock absorber under accelerating, braking, and cornering.
Best of all, though, is how little you can pick one of these up for in the secondhand market. It
really is a true all-rounder. Jack Grayson is a writer with experience in copywriting, music
journalism, blog writing and contract proposals. His areas of interest are music, fashion and the
automotive industry. By Jack Grayson Published 5 days ago. Share Share Tweet Email
Comment. Via: nakhon, CC BY 2. Related Topics Fast Cars Audi. Jack Grayson 20 Articles
Published Jack Grayson is a writer with experience in copywriting, music journalism, blog
writing and contract proposals. From the September issue of Car and Driver. To use the new hp
Audi RS 6 as your grocery-getting daily driver is to use a broadsword as a butter knife. Looking
very much like your average Audi A6, the RS 6 is glorious overkill. Audi claims this pound
all-wheel-drive sedanâ€”third in a line of RS hot-rod Audis and the first to be sold in the U. The
Audi easily reached an indicated mph on the unlimited portion of the A92 autobahn near
Munich. And so easily and with such supernatural stability does it maintain that speed that we
found ourselves noodling with the navigation system while our co-driver bumped against the
speed limiter. The limiter is set at mph for all markets, so our test car had either a lazy limiter or
an optimistic speedometer. Either way, mph or mph, it doesn't really matter. Germany is the
only place we know where one can fully exploit this car's greatest trickâ€”providing great speed
along with great composure. What we have here is a grand German game of wonderfully
irrational one-upmanship. Mercedes offers horsepower in the E55 AMG? BMW has horses in the
M5? Then Audi will produce In the engine room of the RS is a hot version of the 4. It has been
worked over by Quattro GmbH. Two turbochargers have been bolted to the 4. They blow a
maximum of The cylinder heads are modified for better airflow and cooling. The two exhaust
valves per cylinder are sodium-filled to keep them cool. Freer-flowing intake and exhaust result
in pound-feet of torque delivered over a flat plateau between and rpm to go with the horses. Its
delivery is fluid and almost electric in its smoothness. And that performance comes while
routing the power through a five-speed automatic transmission, the only gearbox available.
Audi says there isn't a manual gearbox under parent VW's corporate umbrella that can handle
this much power. With this much torque and the quick shifts in either standard or sport mode,
we didn't mind giving our clutch-pedal leg a rest. Should you want to choose your own gears,
Audi provides shift paddles behind the steering wheel. When you need to slow the car more
quickly than a downshift would accomplishâ€”which you often will in this beastâ€”Audi has you
covered. Massive eight-piston Brembo calipers clamp down on Audi has upped the
braking-technology ante as well. In place of a traditional rotor is a friction ring the circular part
where the pads contact connected to an aluminum hub by 14 short pins. The pins allow the
friction ring to move one millimeter either outboard or inboard. Audi says this allows the friction
ring to stay in perfect alignment with the pad surface under extreme conditions. The
arrangement also allows for better cooling and less unsprung weight. With full pressure on the
brake pedal, the force of deceleration is nothing short of staggering, although the brakes on our
prototype had a softer brake-pedal action than we'd like. We'll have to test a production car
before we pass judgment on feel. The RS 6's suspension is equally trick. Unlike Mercedes'
electronically controlled ABC pitch-and-roll-control active suspension, DRC is strictly
mechanicalâ€”hydraulic lines that connect diagonally opposed single-tube shocks through a
central reservoir and valve. Shock fluid can move around the car to selectively change the
damping characteristics of the various corners. For instance, in an aggressive cornering
maneuver, as hydraulic pressure in the shocks on the inside of the corner is reduced, hydraulic
fluid and pressure move to the diagonal outside shocks, stiffening them to reduce roll. Yamaha
developed the system for its racing motorcycles. The result is a reasonably soft ride at least
over well-maintained roads in Germany and generally good body control for a two-ton sedan.
Audi also stiffened the shocks by 40 percent and the springs by 30 percent, compared with the

A6 4. The entire suspension of the RS 6 is made of aluminum, including the front and rear
subframes. The wheels and tires are the visual clues that this A6 is something special.
Otherwise, the RS 6 has restrained styling. There's a new front fascia incorporating intakes for
the intercoolers, a new rear fascia to incorporate the large twin exhaust tips, a small rear spoiler
to reduce aerodynamic lift at high speeds, and matte aluminum trim. The interior is
near-standard Audi, but with the addition of special wood trim or carbon fiber as a no-cost
option and perforated leather on the steering wheel and shift knob. Everything is standard but
the navigation system and the rear side airbags. With only RS 6 sedans destined for delivery to
the U. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of More Audi Sedans and a Potent Wagon. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. By design, an
intercooler sheds considerable heat in the air compressed by the turbo or supercharger before
the air is fed to your engine. Through a liquid-to-air or air-to-air exchange with cooler air in the
engine bay, an intercooler lowers the temperature of the pressurized air, which remains
compressed and still delivers extra oxygen to the engine The result: a net gain in horsepower
â€” a very real gain that you will feel, a dynamometer will measure, and acceleration or lap times
will reflect. Just as importantly, intercoolers protect your ride. The lower temperatures from
intercooling reduce the chances of engine damage from excessive heat or detonation when the
compressed air is forced into the combustion chambers and mixed with gasoline. Intercooling
also lowers exhaust temperatures, so your turbocharger will run cooler as it spins at thousands
of RPMs off the exhaust
2001 vw passat owners manual
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flow. USP offers complete engine intercooler kits and intercooler parts. All are designed to fit
your engine bay and mesh with your induction system. The parts are engineered to withstand
the extreme pressures and temperatures from the HP increase from turbocharging or
supercharging. We help you get the right parts. Find products related directly not only to
intercooling but also to HP turbocharging. Displaying 1 to 6 of 6 products. MFG Select Your
Vehicle. Audi RS6 C5 4. Filter By. On Sale. Select Categories. Shop By Brand. What's New? Sign
in Register Menu. This site requires JavaScript to function properly. Please enable JavaScript in
your web browser. All part numbers, SKUs, product titles, descriptions, vehicle fitment, images,
guides, installation instructions, symbols or videos are used by USP Motorsports for
identification purposes only. USP Motorsports is not affiliated, partnered or associated with any
of the vehicle manufacturers listed or displayed on this site. Reset All.

